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An in-body medical device is a miniature medical device that is inserted in the human body to collect images and physiological data or to act like a prosthetic device restoring certain body functions. These devices should communicate with the external world to maintain their operation for a long period of time. This is achieved by integrating wireless communication technologies within these devices. Sometimes, a body worn device is used to receive the medical information from the devices in the human body and then transmit to remote stations for remote medical monitoring.

There are already several commercial in-body medical devices that are used in the clinical settings for diagnosis of diseases. Currently, researchers are working to add new features with help of advanced nano- and micro- technologies. New sensing mechanisms, advanced wireless telemetry links, and low power RF building blocks are still required to enable high performance and better diagnostic capabilities for healthcare applications. However size constraints present a significant problem when designing such links. New developments also consider wireless energy mechanism to provide power supply for wireless implants operating within the body.

This special issue aims to cover recent research activities that tackle some of the existing challenges and design issues related to the use of RF and Communication Technologies for wireless implants. Topics of interests include but are not limited to:

- Wireless telemetry techniques
- Optimization and modelling of wireless telemetry links in the body
- Wireless endoscopy devices
- Wireless telemetry links for prosthetic devices. E.g. Bionic eye implants, cochlear implants etc.
- Wireless energy techniques for wireless implants and wireless endoscopy devices
- Wireless medical sensor design
- Wireless neural systems
- Wireless biosensors, MEMS based wireless sensor systems
- In-body propagation issues
- Electromagnetics effects and safety limits of wireless links
- Wireless inductive links and antenna design
- Low-power circuit building blocks
- Microwave and electromagnetic studies related to wireless implants
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